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Abstract—The time-frequency audio watermarking scheme [1] operates by removing and adding samples to the frequency spectrum of the audio signals (compression-expansion) as a way to embed watermarks. The watermarks so embedded are identified by comparing the waveforms of the original and the watermarked signals. For a single channel signal, the compression-expansion represents one binary symbol and the unchanged frames in between are taken as the other binary symbol. For audio signals with two channels such as stereo music, a method is proposed in this paper so that compression-expansion in the two channels are used to represent different binary symbols. In addition, some modifications to the original scheme [1] are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital watermarking can be regarded as the process of permanently embedding information into a digital data (audio, images and video) in such a way that the information can be later extracted using a computerized process/program. There are several applications for watermarking. These include: copyright protection, copy protection, copy prevention, content authentication, fingerprinting, broadcast monitoring, and data hiding.

There are many ways to embed watermarks in the audio signals [1-11]. Some methods are blind in that the original signal is not required for watermark extraction while others are non-blind in that the original signal must be used to detect the watermarks. Both types of techniques have their applications. For example, only the owner of the audio signal has the original signal, and only he could use it to extract the correct watermarks coded with non-blind technique to prove his ownership. The advantage of the blind watermarking schemes is that there is no need to safe-keep a large inventory of original signals.

In this paper, a non-blind audio watermarking technique especially for two-channel signals based on time-frequency conversion is discussed. The basic idea of the technique is given in Section 2, followed by methods used to test the robustness of the scheme against ‘attacks’ in Section 3. The results of experiments are given in Section 4. Concluding remarks are presented in the last section.
B. Effect of Reversing Compression Expansion

In the method explained above, a frame of the signal is compressed and the following frame is expanded. To check the effect of the reverse modification, the same consecutive frames are first compressed and then expanded. By separately modifying the same audio segments using both order, subtracting the result with the original, and finally making comparison between the 2 difference signals, it is found that while they are not identical, there are no distinguishing differences such that they can be used to represent different information such as binary ‘1’ and ‘0’.

Either compression-expansion or expansion-compression can be used to indicate one state. For the method used in our experiments, the frames are first compressed and then expanded.

It is noted that inter-symbol interference arises if four consecutive frames are used to embed two watermarks. That is, the four frames are compressed, expanded, compressed and expanded in that order. To avoid the problem of inter-symbol interference, each pair of modification should be separated by at least an untouched frame. This untouched frame also serves as separator for watermark symbols.

Another obvious problem is that frames with low energy contents may not produce diamond that can be readily distinguished; and frames with negligible signal (silent frames) naturally produce no diamond at all. As such, only those frames with energy level exceeding a given threshold are considered.

C. Representing Data in Binary System

One way to represent watermark is to use a string of letters of the English alphabet. If we restrict the letters to be upper case, we only need 26 symbols and these can be coded using 5 bits \(2^5=32\). A watermark code may consist of three letters, for example: NTU and 3x5=15 bits are required to code this watermark.

To make use of the binary system to represent information, there must be two distinguishable states. Since compression-expansion and expansion-compression produce similar difference signals or diamonds, such modification can be used to represent only one state. One way of solving this problem is to use non-changed frames to represent ‘0’ and diamond frames as ‘1’. To use this method, a number of consecutive frames must be found (for watermark NTU, 15 frames are required) that can be used for watermark embedding and header be used to signal the state of the ‘bit sequence’. The diamond frame must be used as a header. Subsequently, three frames are considered at a time, if they constitute a diamond frame, then the symbol is ‘1’, if they are not modified, then the coded symbol is taken as ‘0’. This is the approach adopted in [1].

D. Two Channel Binary Representation

As most of today’s audio data are stereo encoded and so have two channels, it is proposed to use the diamonds in the two channels differently as described in detail in the following.

A diamond in one channel and a diamond in the other channel at the same time frames will be used to indicate the start of a watermark code.

Let the two channels be called Channel 1 and Channel 2. A diamond in Channel 1 and non-modification in the other channel, Channel 2 will be used to indicate the binary ‘1’.

A diamond in Channel 2 and non-modification in Channel 1 will be used to indicate the binary ‘0’.

Non-modification frames in both channels will not be considered as code.

This two-channel approach to encode watermark data bits does away with the requirement to find 15 frames together for the encoding. The diamond frames can be located at different parts of the signal where the signal strength allows easy detection and minimizes degradation.

E. Method of Decoding

The most significant feature of a modified section is the “diamond” shape envelop obtained after subtracting the
modified audio signal with the original signal. The decoding works by accurately detecting the presence or absence of the diamond frames. The diamond envelop can be isolated by taking the absolute value of the difference and then performing a low-pass filter operation. However, this approach by itself does not give good results especially with watermarked signals that are put through further processing (attack).

A novel approach to detect the diamond frames is described in the following. A reference diamond is first created using the shapes generated from several audio signals. The diamond envelopes generated from different audio signals are first obtained. These various diamonds are normalized by dividing the values by the largest value. An average diamond shape is then obtained by taking the average of these normalized diamonds. A typical averaged diamond is shown in Fig.3.

![Figure 3: Reference diamond.](image)

Varying values are obtained by cross-correlating the reference diamond with envelop of diamond frames. Observation indicated that the range of values of cross-correlation of the reference diamond with that of modified frames gives values that range from 0.75 to 1 while the values for those with unmodified frames generally fall below 0.5.

In total, there are 3 ranges of values:
1. 0.75 to 1: decide as modified
2. 0.5 to 0.75: decide as probably modified
3. below 0.5: decide as not modified

Note that, as the encoding process skips frames that are too quiet as they are unsuitable for encoding, the decoding process must also perform this check on the original data and skip the frames accordingly. This will ensure that only frames suitable for marking are checked for processing.

As two channels are used for the watermarks, each channel has 3 possible outcomes, so there are total of 9 different combinations of cross-correlation values. Let the combinations be represented as \{c_1, c_2\} where the two numbers in the braces being the cross-correlation values of Channel 1 and Channel 2 respectively. The combinations \{1,1\}, \{1,2\} and \{2,1\} may be taken as diamond frames in both channels and hence regarded as synchronization signal; \{1,3\} may be taken as ‘1’ and \{3,1\} taken as ‘0’ while \{3,2\}, \{2,3\}, \{3,3\} may be taken as non-modified frames. A \{2, 2\} may be regarded as ambiguous bit.

After the bits are determined, they are grouped in 5-bits and the symbol represented by the 5-bits is decoded.

### III. TESTS OF ROBUSTNESS

The proposed audio watermarking scheme is put through various additional signal processing or so called attacks to test its robustness.

Three different categories of attacks are tested. They are:
1. Addition of white Gaussian noise such that the resulting Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is 30 dB.
2. Resampling: The signal is re-sampled at half the original sampling rate and again at the original sampling rate.
3. Compression: The watermarked signal in wav format is converted to one of the following formats: to MP3, OGG, and WMA all at 128 Kbps. It is then converted back to wav format for watermark detection.

### IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments are carried out to assess the performance of the proposed approach. Five types of audio signals: classical, instrumental, rock, pop music and speech signals are tested. The performance is measured by the letters correctly decoded by the scheme. The letters of the English alphabet as represented by 5 bits codes are embedded in the two channels. The modification carried out is compression followed by expansion. In other words, four samples of the identified frame are deleted followed by addition of four samples in the next frame. In the experiments, the last four samples of the DCT transform are deleted for compression and four samples are added to the DCT transform for expansion.

A diamond frame, or compression-expansion in Channel 1 together with non-modification in Channel 2 at the same time frame is treated as the binary bit ‘1’. A diamond in Channel 2 together with non-modification in Channel 1 is treated as binary bit ‘0’.

The watermarked signal is then put through various attacks mentioned in Section 3. After the attacks, the difference between the watermarked signal and the original signal is obtained for the two channels. The diamonds in the two channels are detected using the cross-correlation method mentioned in Section 2. After which the bits are grouped into 5 per group and the symbol it represents is identified.

The outcome of detection is put under one of the following three categories:
1. Success: the letter is correctly identified
2. Error: the wrong letter is identified.
3. Ambiguous: there might be an error in the bit.

The average detection rates for all five types of audio signals tested are tabulated in Table I. The best performance is obtained using classical music; the results are presented in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. AVERAGE DETECTION RATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition of Noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. DETECTION RATES FOR A CLASSICAL PIECE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition of Noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results given in Table I, it can be observed that perfect recovery is possible with no degradation of the watermarked signal. The addition of noise has the least effect on the recovery of the letters and MP3 compression has reduced the accuracy of detection to almost half. However, the performance for different audio signals is different as observed from values given in Table II.

V. CONCLUSION

A two-channel time-frequency audio watermarking scheme is presented. By using two channels, the same type of modification of the signal, in this case, compression-expansion of consecutive frames of the audio signal, can be used to represent the two different binary states in the two channels.

The performance of the scheme in detection of letters depends on the types of attacks and the types of audio signals. Perfect recovery of the watermarks is assured for all types of audio signals if there is no attack on the watermarked signals. The scheme is least vulnerable to addition of noise but performs worst when subjected to MP3 coding and decoding.
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